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“Hello there, good sir! Or is it madam, perhaps? Well, that’s neither here, nor there! Matters of far greater importance are at
hand! It would appear that, through 5d3b920ae0
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Great Game! It's unfortunately no longer worked on or supported by the dev. Multiplayer has been down for a few years as it is.
Lack of support aside, Tower Wars brings a nice change to td games. Not only do you defend waves, you also send waves to the
enemy. Many different unit and tower types, too many to list. Great replayability as well! Even with multiplayer down, the
computer AI brings a lot to the table. The AI is competent, possibly too difficult for some. Considering its a pretty aged game at
the time of this review, the game has still held up well over the years. It's a great dissapointment that the devs no longer support
it. Graphics: 6.5(compared to todays games) 8 (compared to games when released) Sound: 8 Story: 1 (story is pretty
nonexistant) Gameplay: 9 Replayability: 7 Overall I'd give it a 8/10. i feel bad leaving a negative review because i can tell a lot
of work was put into this, especially the animations which drew me to this, but despite liking tower defense a lot it just wasnt
fun for me.. Great Game! It's unfortunately no longer worked on or supported by the dev. Multiplayer has been down for a few
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years as it is. Lack of support aside, Tower Wars brings a nice change to td games. Not only do you defend waves, you also send
waves to the enemy. Many different unit and tower types, too many to list. Great replayability as well! Even with multiplayer
down, the computer AI brings a lot to the table. The AI is competent, possibly too difficult for some. Considering its a pretty
aged game at the time of this review, the game has still held up well over the years. It's a great dissapointment that the devs no
longer support it. Graphics: 6.5(compared to todays games) 8 (compared to games when released) Sound: 8 Story: 1 (story is
pretty nonexistant) Gameplay: 9 Replayability: 7 Overall I'd give it a 8/10. Tower Wars is a great-looking game --- I was initially
drawn in by the cool art and appealing style. Then I read the good Steam reviews *but* ignored its Metacritic score of ((59)) so
it's nobody's fault but mine that I'm stuck with this lousy thing. Having a solid single-player mode is one way a game could
remain relevant after its multi-player game dies off. Tower Wars single player game is not fun, so it goes on the u201cno-
buyu201d list.. Tower Wars is a great-looking game --- I was initially drawn in by the cool art and appealing style. Then I read
the good Steam reviews *but* ignored its Metacritic score of ((59)) so it's nobody's fault but mine that I'm stuck with this lousy
thing. Having a solid single-player mode is one way a game could remain relevant after its multi-player game dies off. Tower
Wars single player game is not fun, so it goes on the u201cno-buyu201d list.. i feel bad leaving a negative review because i can
tell a lot of work was put into this, especially the animations which drew me to this, but despite liking tower defense a lot it just
wasnt fun for me.
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